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ANALYSIS OF TWO-SPOOL ~PROP-ENGINE
By Elmer H. Datison
SIM’llWY
AERONAUTICS
cmcTERIsTIcs
Two-spool turboprop engines with an over-all compressor pressure
ratio of 12 split 6-2, 3-4, and 2-6 between the outer and inner compres-
sors were analytically investigated for a range of turbine-inlet temper-
atures and flight conditions.
The 2-6 engines, in comparison with the 6-2 engines, are restricted
in the range of turbine-inlet temperature for which they can be designed
if turbine stator adjustment in the outer turbines is not employed. The
use of turbine stator adjustment makes the turbine design requirements
more difficult amd, in general, does not appreciably reduce the spe-
cific fuel consumption. Carpressors of advanced design canbe employed
without encountering severe turbine stress limits. For engine operation
without turbine stator adjustment, the 2-6 engines require the greatest
range of outer-compressor operation. The operating line for the inner
compressor of the 6-2 engines is nearly vertical (small change in equiv-
alent weight flow), while that for the 2-6 engines nearly parallels the
surge line. me design stress, frontal area, and pressure rp,tiofor
the outer turbine increase considerably with altitude and flight speed
for operation with constant exhaust-nozzle area. lt appears desirable,
therefore, to employ an adjustable exhaust-nozzle area that can be
closed down at altitude to avoid these increases. The design require-
ments of the inner turbines are not affected to any extent by the flight
condition.
The variations of specific fuel consumption with turbine-inlet
tanperature are considerably less than for single-spool engines (in-
vestigated previously) of comparable cmpressor pressure ratio. Com-
parison of two-spool engines with single-spool and free-turbine engines
(investigated previously) revealed that increasing the pressure ratio
obtained in the outer compressor of a two-spool engine results in char-
acteristics similar to those of a single-spool engine, while reversing
the split results in characteristics similar to those of a free-turbine
engine. Comparison of the two-spool and single-spool engines, for
those aspects investigated herein, does not reveal any major limitations
or differences which clearly indicate that one type is inherently better
than the other.
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INTRODUCTICW
An analytical investigation of the performance characteristics and *
design problem of turboprop engines &i& been cotiductedat-the NAdA
kWiS laboratory. Some of the turbine desi&n problem encountered in a ‘
single-spool engine with current compressor pressure ratio (7.32 at &-
sign) were investigated in reference 1. The investigation was extended
in reference 2 to cover the effect of mode “ofengine operation on the”
turbine desi~ requirements and engine performance far a single-spool”
engine with current compressor pressure ratio. In reference 3, sfngle-
SPOO1 engines and free-turbine engines utilizing a single-spool com-
pressor with high compressor pressure ratio (14.4 at design) were in-
vestigated.
The trend in turboprop engines is to higher compressor pressure
ratios and higher turbine-inlet temperatures, because the result is
lower specific fuel consumption and higher specific power. The two-spool
engine is of interest because it offers one means of obtaining the higher
compressor pressure ratios desired. The purpose of this report is to
present the results of an analytical investigation of the engine char-
acteristics of two-spool engines with high over-all compressor pressure
ratio (12.0 at design).
The following facets of the two-spool engine were investigated:
the relative sizes of the engine components,,framcompressor inlet to
tailcone outlet, sane of the aerodynamic characteristics of the com-
pressor and turbine combinations, the turbine stress characteristics,
the effect of turbine-inlet temperature and.flight condition on the
engine corgponentrequirements, and the sfc’”and eng@e power charac-
teristics. The two-spool engines of this investigation were also com-
pared with single-spool and free-turbine engines investigated previously.
In this study an over-all design compressor pressure ratio of 12
was assigned. Engines with this over-all cfipressor pressure ratio of
12 split 6-2, 3-4, and 2-6 between the oute’iand in~ compressors Wem
investigated. The actual rotative speed of the outer compressor for all
engines was held constant for all flight aridoperating conditions; The
following three flight conditions were investigated for a range of
turbine-inlet temperature frcm 1600° to 2603° R:
(X) Sea-level static
(Y) Flight velocity 400 mph, altitude J9,000 feet
(Z) Flight velocity 600 mph, altitude 40,000 feet
Turbine stator adjustment was also considered. The two configurations
investigated were (1) outer-turbine statoradjustment alone and (2) outer-
and inner-turbine stator adjustment in combination.
.
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ANALYSIS
.
In the previous analyses of single-spool and free-turbine engines
(refs. 1 to 4), the effects of such thiugs as mode of engine operation,
turbine-inlet temperature, and flight contition on the engine character-
istics have been estab~shed. Many of the conclusions obtained in these
pretious analyses pertaining to single-spool and free-turbine engines
apply to two-spool engines. When the present analysis was initiated, it
was thought that the division of the over-all compressor pressure ratio
between the outer and inner compressors would perhaps be the most im-
portant additional consideration in delineating the design problems and
features of the two-spool engine. Therefore, in this investigation an
over-all design compressor pressure ratio of 12 was assigned; and engines
were investigated with this over-all pressure ratio split 6-2, 3-4, and
2-6 between the outer and inner ccsnpressors.
The analysis is of the type wherein hypothetical compressor per-
formance maps are used with assumed constant turbine efficiencies to de-
termine the turbine design requirements and their effect on other engine
requirements. The engine performance characteristics were also investi-
gated. A schematic diagrernof a two-spool turboprop engine with station
locations is shown in figure 1, and compressor performance maps are given
in figure 2. Symbols used herein are defined in appendix A.
In appendix B, the analytical procedure followed in obtaining a
series of figures (e.g., figs. 3 to 8) for each compressor-pressure-ratio
split is eqlained. The four main assumptions made in constructing these
figures are as follows:
(1] The rotative speed of the outer compressor is constant.
(2) The ratio of exhaust-nozzle area to outer-compressor frental
area is constant at 1.4.
(3) The adiabatic efficiencies of both the inner and outer turbines
are constant at 0.85.
(4) Stator adjustment is permitted in the outer but not the inner
turbine.
From these figures it is possible to determine the effects of
ccmrpressor-pressure-ratiosplit, turbine-inlet temperature, and flight
condition on many of the turbine design requirements, engine performance,
and compressor operating characteristics. The parameters investigated
are plotted against the total-pressure ratio across the inner turbine
P~/P& (= fig. 1) in order to determine whether it might be desirable
to incorporate turbine stator adjustment in the outer turbine. WLth no
stator adjustment in the outer turbine the pressure ratio p~/p~, as
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shown in appendix B, is constant for all flight conditions and turbine-
.
inlet temperatures. The case of no stator adjustment (p~/p~ = const.)
—
can thus be easily compared in the figures tiresentedyith the case of K-.
stator adjustment in the outer turbine.
Stator adjustment for both the inner and outer tfibines was con-
sidered, but only a discussion of the results is presented. The addi-
tional reduction in specific fuel consumption sfc that could be ob-
tained by using stator adjustment in both turbines, rather than only In
the outer turbine, was negligible. Also, the engine could be operated
over the range of turbine-inlet temperature assi~ed with st.atoradjust-
ment in the outer turbine alone; end, therefore, employment of stator
adjustment in the inner turbine appeared to..bea needless complication.
Figure 9 shows the interrelation of inner-turbine centrifugal stress
and various compressor aerodynamic and geometric parameters for the sea-
level static condition at a turbine-inlet t&mperature of 2100° R. The
derivations of figures 9(a) to (f) are given in appendix B. These fig-
ures were used to select the equivalent des&n speeds and frontal areas
of the inner compressors. The centrifugal stresses in the last rotors
of the inner turbines are, for the equivalent design speeds and frontal
areas selected, within a 1000-hour stress-rupture limit for an HS-31
blade material when the turbine-inlet temperature is 2100° R. Table 1
lists for the various compressors the equiv&lent design speeds, frontal
areas, and so forth. An explanation of thesk selections is given in
appendix B. The outer compressors for all three compressor-pressure-
ratio splits had transonic inlet stages with design re”lativeinlet Mach
numbers at the tip of the first rotor of 1.2’. The iruiercompressors had
design relative inlet Mach numbers at the tip of the first rotor of 0.8,
1.0, and 1.2 for the 6-2, 3-4, and 2-6 compr”essor-pres-sure-ratiosplits,
respectively.
—
..
—
..
—
Selection of an optimum engine from the figures discussed in this
section would depend to a large extent upon the importance attached to
individual requirements. These figures wer~used to examine in this
report the effect of compressor-pressure-ratiosplit, turbine-inlet tem-
—
perature, and flight condition on engines hating no stator adjustment in
either turbine and engines that obtain minimum sfc by use of stator
.,
adjustment in the outer turbine. — .
Figure 10 presents the variations h outer-turbine-inletequivalent
weight flow w &/~~t,,> outer-turbine total-pressure ratio p#p&,
-.,
inner-turbine total-pressure ratio P~/P~j ratio of wt=-turbf.ne-ex~t
m“
to outer-compressor-inletfrontal areas At 6/At =, ratio of i~er-
,
turbine-exit to outer-compressor-inletfronk a~eas At,5/1+1, outer- w—
turbine-exit blade centrifugal stress ~,6;’’inner-turbine-exitblade
a.
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centrifugal stress ~,5, ratio of engine power
5
to outer-canpressor-
inlet frontal area P*/.,l, and specific fuel consumption sfc with
turbine-inlet temperature T~ and flight condition for the three
compressor-pressure-ratio splits. Only exit stresses are considered~or
the turbines, since they are usually a reliable guide to the severity
of the turbine stress problem, even though blade rows forward of the
last
—
rotor might be stress-limited when the exit blade rows are not.
The curves are presented for the following two types of engines:
(1) Engine A: No stator adjustment in either turbine, and ratio
of exhaust-nozzle area to outer-compressor frontal area of 1.4
(2) Engine B: Mntium sfc obtainable by using stator adjustment
in outer turbine, and ratio of exhaust-nozzle area to outer-
compressor frontal area of 1.4
The curves for engines A were obtained by cross-plotting, for example,
from figures 3 to 8 for a 2-6 compressor-pressure-ratio split at a con-
stant value of p~/p$. The curves for engines B were obtained by cross-
plotting from figures 3 to 8 the values corresponding to the minimum
sfc values of figure 5.
The compressor operating conditions for engines A are shown on the
compressor performance maps (figs. 2(e) and (f)). These operating Mnes
were obtained with the aid of figures 3 and 4. The other compressor-
pressure-ratio splits were handled in the same manner.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The engines with compressor-pressure-ratio splits of 3-4 have char-
acteristics between those of the 6-2 and 2-6 compressor-pressure-ratio
splitsl Therefore, only engines with compressor-pressure-ratio splits
of 6-2 and 2-6 are ccmpared herein, with the implication that the 3-4
engines are midway between these extremes.
Effect of Compressor-Pressure-Ratiosplit and Turbine Stator Adjustment
Turbine-inlet temperature. - Without turbine stator adjustment (en-
gines A}, the 2-6 engine (fig. 1O(C)) in ccxuparisonwith the 6-2 engine
(fig. 10(a)) is restricted (usually by the compressors) in the range of
turbine-inlet temperature over which it can be designed to operate. For
~ple, the 2-6 engine can operate over a range of temperature fram
1600° to on~y 2400° R at flight condition Z, whereas the 6-2 engine can
w.. l..wkaEmEr--—..,
---—-Z%
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operate over a range of temperature frm 1600° to 2600° R. The reason
for this restriction is apparent from figure 5, which shows that, for a
constant p~/p&, design points at only a limited numb=r of temperatures
can be obtained for the 2-6 engine. For er@lnes A of figures 10(b) and
(c) (3-4 and 2-6 engines), the P~/P& cros~-plot values were selected
to give the greatest range of turbine-inlet temperature T~ without
sacrificing too much with respect to sfc. .%me of themaximwn and
minimum T~- values for the 3-4 and 2-6 engines shown in figures 10(b)
and (c) may not be realistic, since they result in compressor operating
conditions very near surge or at equivalent-compressor operating speeds
greater them those considered in constructi~ the compressor ma~s. For
the 6-2 engine it was possible to select a p~/p& value that would give
nearly minimum sfc and reasonable compressor operating conditions at
all T~ values. .,
The range of turbine-inlet temperature~an be increased by using
turbine stator adjustment (engines B). However, this results in more
critical turbine design requirements, particularly for the 2-6 engine.
Figure 1O(C) shows that the outer turbines for engines B must be able to
operate over a larger variation in inlet equivalent weight flow
(wfi/%At ~] and that the percent change of pressure ratio p+/p; is)
greater than for engines A.
Specific fuel consumption. - The reduction in specific fuel consump-
tion obtained by using turbine stator adjustment is usually quite small.
Figure 10 shows that lower values of sfc can be obtained for the 2-6
engines than for the 6-2 engines at the lower turbine-inlet temperatures,
but that little difference exists at the higher temperatures. Using
stator adjustment,in both the inner and outer turbines produces only
slightly lower sfc for the three compressor-pressure-ratiosplits than
stator adjustment in the outer turbine alone or no stakm adjustment in
the 6-2 engines.
Centrifugal stress. - In calculating the exit centrifugal stress
Sb,5 for the inner turbine, it was specified that the stress be well
within a 1000.hour stress-rupture limit for”an ITS-31b=e material at
flight condition X (sea-level static) and a turbine-inlet temperature
of 2100° R. For engines Aanda 6-2 pressuie-ratio sp~i (fig. 10(a)),
the exit stress Sb,5 is nearly constant with turbine-inlet temperature
and flight condition. Therefore, the turbine-inlet temperature could
be raised to approximately 2300° R before exceeding tlieMOO-hour limit,
since the design stress at a turbine-inlet temperature of 2100° R is well
within a 1000-hour stress-ruptuie Mmlt. we
gines A with.a 2-6 pressure-ratio split (fig.
because the exit StreSS Sb,s hC2W3SeS with
.
.
—
,-
n “
.-
A
stress igriations for en-
1O(C)) are less favorable, .—
turbine-inlet temperature.
—
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However, the stress could be held relatively constant by ustng turbine
stator adjustment (engines B). The outer-turbine-exit centrifugal stress
%,6 at flight condition X and a turbine-inlet temperature of 21OW R
wa; also well within a 1000-hour stress-rupture liYe (see fig. 9(f)} for
an A-286 blade material (ref. 5). Flight condition has a large effect
on the exit centrifugal stress
~, 6, as is tiscussed subsequently.
Scme of the compressor design requirements specified in order to
obtain the stress values shown in figure 10 are given in table I. Ex-
cept for the inner compressor of the 6-2 engine, all the compressors
considered have trarisonicinlet stages; and even the inner compressor
of the 6-2 engine is an advanced design by present standards. E lower
turbine stresses are desired, they can be obtainedby lowering the design
tip speeds specified; but this reduction would incr~se the number of
canpressor and turbine stages required.
Turbine frontal areas. - Figure 10(a) shows that the frontal areas
of the inner turbines of the 6-2 engines are relatively small. This
might result in some difficulty in obtaining smooth flow transition frcm
the combustor Qutlet to the outer-turbine inlet. However, as pointed
out in appendix B, this is considered a minimum area, since a 0.6 hub-
tip radius ratio was assi~ed at the exit of the turbine. This frontal
area can be increased (without increasing turbine stress) by assuming a
larger hub-tip radius ratio. If the area rati,o +,5/+,1 were in-
creased to 1.0, for example, the hub-tip radius ratio wouldbe 0.89.
(me Unner in which ~j5/+, ~ varies with hub-tip radius ratio iS
given by eq. (B33).) There is, therefore, some freedom of choice as to
the area ratio ~,5/1+1 to be used. The minimums are shown in figure
10, while the maxi&n Mea ratios would be determined by the maximum
hub-tip radius ratio or minimum length blades that might be acceptable.
The centrifugal stress would, in most instances, probably be held to a
minimum by designing the turbines near limiting loading, which in turn
tends to minimize the turbine frontal area (see appendix B}. There is
still some freedom of choice in the hub-tip radius ratio as mentimed,
however, so that acceptable wall contours from the combustor outlet to
the outer-turbine inlet should be obtainable. Increasing the fronbl
area of the inner turbine has the added advantage of increasing the blade
speed, which in turn tends to ease the turbine aerodynamic design prob-
la for a given number of stages or to reduce the required number of
stages for given aerodynamic limits.
Compressor operating conditions. - The compressor operating condi-
tions for engines A for the three compressor-pressure-ratio splits are
shown in figure 2. The 2-6 engines require the greatest range of outer-
compressor operation. The operating line for
the 6-2 engine is nearly vertical, while that
parallels the surge line.
the inner canpressor of
for the 2-6 engine nearly
“’w%i$Y-tmmzt?q
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Effect of Turbine-Inlet Temperature
Compressor operati~ conditions. - l?he:effectof turbine-inlet tem-
perature on the compressor operating conditions for engines A can be
seen in figure 2. Lowering the turbine-inlet temperature drives all the
outer compressors toward surge. Raising the turbine-filet temperature
drives the inner compressor of the 6-2”eng@e toward surge and a region
of lower efficiency at high pressure ratio=.;Raising the turbine-inlet
temperature does not drive the inner compressor of tie 2-6 engine toward
surge, because the operatingline nearly p&rallels the surge line, but
does drive it into a region of lower effici~cy at high pressure ratio
and weight flow. (It should be noted that the outer compressor must op-
erate very near the campre~sor surge limit for the 2-6 engines in order
to design for turbine-inlet temperatures as ,1OWas 1600° R. For the
highest temperature considered, 2600° R, the inner compressor must op-
erate at equivalent compressor operating speeds higher than those con-
sidered in constructing the compressor maps.)
Power output, specific fuel consunrption, and stress. - Figures 10(a)
and (c) show that, for either compressor-pre,ssure-ratiosplit, the power
output ~/At,l varies nearly linearly with turbine-inlet temperature,
and that sfc is nearly constant except fo~ temperatures below 2000° R.
Also, for engines A the turbine stress problem is more critical for the
2-6 compressor-pressure-ratio split than for the 6-2, because the
stresses increase more rapidly with turbine-inlet temperature. The
stress problem can be alleviated at higher temperatures by using turbine
stator adjustment (engine B), but this makes the turbine design problems
more difficult, as noted previously.
Effect of Flight Condition
Stress, frontal area, and pressure ratios. - Desi~ stress and
frontal area of the outer turbine for compressor-pressure-ratiosplits
of 6-2 and 2-6 increase with altitude and flight speed for operation at
constant exhaust-nozzle area (figs. 10(a) and (c}). The pressure ratio
across the outer turbine p~/p& also increases with altitude and flight
speed. These variations can be eliminated @th little effect on engine
sfc by using an adjustable exhaust-nozzle area that Is closed down as
altitude and flight speed increase.
The increase in stress with altitude for operation at constant
exhaust-nozzle area is accompanied by a redtictionin blade-metal temper-
ature for a constant turbine-inlet temperate s~nce the pressureT~>
—
.
~tio across the outer turbine p~/p& incre~ses wi.th_altitudeO on a
.
design-point basis, therefore, these higher:stresses might be tolerated.
—
hk~
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If an engine were designed for the altitude condition, however, the same
stress would prevail at the sea-level static condition for the operation
at constant outer-compressor s~eed specified herein. This high stress
could easily exceed the stress-rupture limit at the sea-level static con-
dition, since the outer-turbine pressure ratio p&/p& is lower and con-
sequently the turbine-exit temperature is higher. It thus appears ad-
visable with respect to turbine stress also to incorporate exhaust-nozzle-
area adjustment.
The other advantages stemming
nozzle area are (1) a reduction in
which is the greatest frontal area
from the use of an adjustable exhaust-
the frontal area of the outer turbine,
for the eagine proper, (2) a reduc-
tion i.nthe range of pressure ratio over which this turbine must be de-
signed to operate, and {3) as a consequence of the foregoing, a reduc-
tion in the nmnber of turbine stages required. (It should be noted that
the stresses ~, ~ and area ratios +, ~/+, ~ shown in fig. 10 are for
turbines designed at limiting loading with exit hub-tip radius ratios of
0.6. If the turbines were designed with more conservative aerodynamic
limits amd larger exLt hub-tip radius ratios, higher stresses and larger
y frontal areas would result, as pointed out in appendix B.) Thus, it is
concluded frcm the analysis that high-performnce compressors can be
ST employed in the two-spool engines investigated without encountering
severe turbine stress limits if an adjustable exhaust-nozzle area is
used. It also appears as previously mentioned that, without turbine
.
stator adjustment, the inner-turbine stress characteristics of the 6-2
engines are more favorable than those of the 2-6 engines.
Turbine efficiency. - In amalyzing the engines, it was assumed that
the turbine efficiency was constant for all operating conditions. This
assumption appears valid for the inner turbines of engines A, since the
turbine operating conditions (see figs. 10(a) and (c)) do not vary much
with flight condition or turbine-inlet temperature. For the ssme rea-
sonsy the outer turbines for engines A should have reasonably constant
turbine efficiency if exhaust-nozzle-area adJustmnt is employed to re-
duce the range of pressure ratio over which the turbines must operate.
For engines B or operation with constant exhaust-nozzle area, however,
the turbine efficiency will vary some with engine operating conditions,
because the turbine operating conditions also change. For these engine
types, one probably would design the turbine to have peak efficiency at
the most important operating condition (perhaps the cruise condition)
and accept lower turbine efficiency, and consequently higher sfc, at
the other operating conditions.
a
Compressor operating conditions. - The effects of flight condition
on the compressor operating conditions of engines A are shown in figure
. 2. The increase in flight speed and altitude tends to drive both the
inner and outer ccmrpressorsfor all three compressor-pressure-ratio
10 NACA RM E57C21
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splits into less favomhle operating regioti. The r~ductions in tom-
.
presser efficiencies tend to be offset, however, by the increased cycle
efficiencies resulting from the higher ccxngressorpressure ratios.
*
—
Comparison with Single-Spool andhee-kbine Engines
The variation of sfc wl.thturbine-inlet temperature for a given
flight conilltionfor the two-spool turbopro~ is quite small (fig. 10)
and is considerably less than for a single-spcml en@he of comparable
.E
compressor pressure ratio. This results primarily from the manner in “P
which the compressor operating conditions c~nge with turbine-inlet
temperature.
The outer turbine of the two-spool e~ine, Mke the turbine in the
single-spool engine and the free turbine irithe free-turbine engine, has
large variations in design frontal area, centrifugal stress, and pres-
sure ratio with flight condition for operation with c-onstantexhaust-
nozzle area. For all engines it appears de$irable t~:use an adjustable
exhaust-nozzle area that can be closed dowii;ataltitude if high-altitude
and high-flight-speed operation is contemphted.
.
Increasing the pressure ratio obtained in the outer compressor of
a two-spool engine results in characteristics similar.to those of a
single-spool engine, while reversing the split results in characteris-
tics similar to those of a free-turbine engine. This is best illustrated
by the fact that the 6-2 engines without ttibine stator adjustment are
not limited in the range of turbine-inlet temperature for which they can
be designed, whereas the 2-6 engines are Lb@ted. Ms parallels the
conclusion drawn for the single-spool and f~ee-turbini engines in ref-
erence 3. This would appear to be almost a&omatic, since the Mmitl-F&
compressor-pressure-ratiosplits of 12-1 ~a 1-12 represent single-spool
and free-turbine engines, respectively. “
—
—
Comparison of the two-spool engines an@lyzed herein wl.ththe single-
spool engines of references 1 to 3 does not reveal any major limitations
or differences which clearly indicate that “onetyye is-inherently bet~er ‘“
than the other. Other aspects not considered (such as mechanical dif-
ferences or acceleration characteristics)might be of.paramount im-
portance in selecting one engine in preference to the.other, but such
considerations are not within the scope of the present investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
Two-spool turboprap engines with an ov&-all desl@ compressor
pressure ratio of 12 split 6-2, 3-4, and 2-6 between the outer and inner
compressors were analyzed. The following conclusions were reached: ‘ .._”=_
.1. The characteristics of the 3-4 engines
tween those of the 6-2 and 2-6 engines.
T
2. The 2-6 engines in comparison with the
are roughly midway be-
6-2 engines are restricted
in the range of turbine-inlet temperature for which they can be designed
if turbine stator adjustment is not aployed in the outer turbine.
3. If turbine stator adjustment is employed, however, more difficult
turbine design requirements result.
4. In general, the reduction in specific fuel consumption obtain-
able with the use of turbine stator adjus@nent is small.
5. The stress problem for the inner turbine is less critical for
the 6-2 than for the 2-6 engines, because the centrifugal stress for
the inner turbine is essentially constant with increasing turbine-inlet
temperature. However, the stress in the inner turbine of the 2-6 engines
a
can be held relatively constant by using stata adjustmnt in the outer
o turbine.
$
y 6. Compressors of advanced design can be employed without encounter-
ing severe turbine stress linritsif an adjustable exhaust-nozzle areaE
? is employed. Turbine stresses well within a 1000-hour stress-rupture
limit for a turbine-inlet temperature of 2100° R can be obtained with
the compressor designs contemplated.
.
7. For engine operation without turbine stator adjustment, the 2-6
engines require the greatest range of outer-compressor operation. The
operating line for the inner compressor of the 6-2 engines is nearly
vertical (small change in equivalent weight flow), while that for the
2-6 engines nearly parallels the surge line. Lowering the turbine-
inlet temperature drives the outer compressors toward surge. Raising
the turbine-hlet temperature drives the tier compressor of the 6-2
engines toward surge and that of the 2-6 engines toward a region of
poor efficiency at Mgh pressure ratio and weight flow.
8. The variation in engine power with turbine-inl@ temperature is
nearly linear; and, except for teznperaturesbelow 2000 R, the specific
fuel consumption is nearly constant.
9. For operation with constant exhaust-nozzle area, the design
stress, frontal area, and pressure ratio for the outer turbine increase
considerably with flight speed and altitude. It &pPears desirable,
therefore, to employ an adjustable exhaust-nozzle area that can be
. closed down as flight speed and altitude increase in order to eliminate
these variations.
.
_+qET ‘“‘“
.—
12
10. l?hedesign requirements of the inner
to any extent by the flight condition.
turbine are
NACA RM E57C21
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not affected
.
Comparison of two-spool engine characteristics w$th those of
single-spool and free-turbine engines investigated previously revealed
that
1. The variations of specific fuel consumption with turbine-inlet
temperature for the two-spool engines are considerably less than for a E
single-spool engine of compamble compressor.pressure~ratio. g.
.-
2. Increasing the pressure ratio obtained in the..outerccmqy?essor
of a two-spool engine results in characteristics similar to those of a
single-spool engine, while reversing the split results in characteris-
tics similar to those of a free-turbine engine. .
3. Comparison of the two-spool and single-spool engines, for those
aspects investigated herein, does not reveal any major limitations or
differences which clearly indicate that one type is inherently better
than the other.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for
Cleveland, Ohio, March 25,
.
Aeronautics
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a
CP
F
f
g
E
H/C
h
J
P*
P
R
r
s
Sfc
T
u
v
w
w
AEPENmx A
SYMBOLS
area, sq ft
velocity of sound based on local static temperature, ft~sec
specific heat at constant press~e, Btu/(lb)(”R)
jet thrust, lb
fuel-air ratio
accelemtion due to
10Wer heating Vs,hle
gravity> 32.17 sec2
of fuel at 600° R, Btu/lb
hydrogen-carbon ratio of fuel
enthalpy, Btu/lb
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu
engine power (shaft horsepower plus equivalent shaft horsepower
of net thrust), hp
pressure, lb/sq ft
gas constant, 53.3 ~t-lb/(lb)(OR}
radius from axis of rotation, ft
centrifugal stress, psi
specific fuel consumption (based on engine power P*), lb/hp-hr
temperature, %
blade speed, ft/sec
velocity, ft/sec
velocity relative to rotor blades, ft/sec
wei@t flow, lb/see
“JU!* -.
~.%%!?%: “
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aan
B
b
c
cr
d
f
!3
h
J
. .
absolute flow mgle measured from axial
direction of rotation), deg -....
turbine blade-metal density, lb/cu ft
ratio of specific heats
NMA RM E57C21
direction (positive in
.
-.
.
ratio of pressure to NACA standard s+.-level pressure of 2116
lb/sq ft
~.-
efficiency e
ratio of temperature to NACA standard sea-level_.temperatureof
518.7° R
—
., —
density, lb/cu ft
stress-reduction factor for tapered blades --
s {[h(combustionproducts) - %1(1 + f)\/f (see ref. 5), Btu/lb
angular ro-tive speed, radians/see
Subscripts:
air
annular
combustor
blade
compressor
conditions at Mach number of 1.0
design
fuel
gearbox
hub
~et
.
.—
.
,, --
.-
— —
-..
.
.
.
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m
.
P
232
T
t
th
u
x
o
1
2
.
3
4.
5
6
7
-.~?-.. . . . . . .
‘1
mean
propeller
NACA standard sea-level conditions
turbine
tip
throat
tangential
axial
ambient
outer-compressor inlet
inner-compressor inlet
conibustorinlet
inner-turbine inlet
outer-turbine inlet.
outer-turbine outlet
exhaust-nozzle outlet
Superscripts:
f total or
11
total or
stagnation state
stagnation state relative to rotor
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APPENDIX B
ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
NACA RM E57C21
.
.
The assumptions made are given in the J@lLYSIS section of this re-
port. The following three fldght conditions were tivestigated for a
range of turbine-inlet temperature frcm 16~” to 2600° R:
Flight Alti- Flight Flight
condi- tude, veloc- Mach
tion ft ity, number
mph
x 0 0 0
Y 19,000 400 .564
z 40,000 600 .906
Compressor Performance Map –
The compressor maps were constructed by use of the curves and
method given in chapter X of reference 4. With this method it is neces-
sary to select at the design point (100-percent equivalent design speed
and design pressure ratio) a design value of weight flow per unit frontal
area for the outer compressor amd a design-point efficiency for both the
inner and outer compressors. A small-stage.efficiencyof 0.90 was as-
signed for alL compressors at the design poi+t, and all outer cmnpres-
sors were assigned an equivalent weight flow’per unit frontal area of
35 pounds per second per square foot at the..desim Point. me PerforW
*
.
.-
anc~ maps ~btained by-this-method
Cycle
A series of figures (figs. 3
are shown in figure 2.
Calculations
to 8) was constructed for each engine
as described hereir-to investigate the-variation in the parameters Of ___
interest with fMght condition, turbine-inlet temperature, and inner-
turbine pressure xatio p~/p~. A change ti,the inner-turbine pressure
ratio p~/p~ indicates a adjustment of the outer-turbine stators.
Stator adjustment for the inner turbine was not considered in construct-
ing the figures for reasons that will be discussed I.s&r. In construct-
ing most of the figures the ratio of etiust-nozzle ar~a to outer-..
ccznpressorfrontal area A7/+,1 was considered constant at 1.4 (i.e~,
the exhaust-nozzle area was considered fixed). The advantages of using
a variable exhaust-nozzle area are discussed in the text.
-.
,... —
.—
.
..
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.
ature T~ for one fllght condition (shown, e.g., in figs. 3 to 6) were
obtained as
Assign (1)
(2)
(3)
Assume (1)
follows:
F14@t velocity VO
Altitude
Turbine-inlet temperature T~
Rotative speed of outer compressors constant at design
value (01 = ~l,d)
(2) Air weight flow through compressors eqwl to gas weight
flow through turbines
(3) Equivalent weight flow into inner turbine w 8~ 5~ constant<[
The value of the constant in assumption (3) is determined at the sea-
level static condition with the compressors operating at their design
point and the turbine-inlet temperature at 21G0° R. The first stator
in a conventional turbine operates at or near the choked condition in
the turbine design operating range; and, therefore, w@/b’~h canbe
assumed tith little error to be constant. Assuming, therefore, that
<[w e’ 5’ is constant implies that the throat area of the first stator
Ath is constant or, for the purposes of this report, that no stator ad-
justment is considered. The other assumptions used in the analysis are
listed in table II. All parameters shown herein refer (except where
noted by appropriate subscripts) to mean or mean-radius conditions at
the stations considered.
Figure3a. - The percent equivalent design speed at which the
outer compressor is operating is determined by the flight velocity and
altitude, because
%fl 1
% Equivalent desi~ speed =~=~
F
(1)
) 1
and 19j is a function of only the flight velocity and altitude. Select
from &ure z(e) a set of p~/pi, w~/~iAt,lj ad
~c,l ~ng on the
percent-equivalent-design-speedline determined by the flight velocity
and altitude assigned.
18
The continuity relation between stations
— —
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1 and 4 can be written as
(2)
and, for the values already determined and an assigned value of T~, it
is possible to calculate the value of p+/p~. From the work relation
the temperature ratio T~/Ti can
ratio T~/Ti and pressure ratio
between stations 1 and 2,
-1
g
(3)
also be calculated. This tenmerature
(4) ‘“
,
determine the value of the equivalent wei t flow at the Znlet of the
inner compressor wfl/~#t,,. l?-With w t3~/5#t ~ and p+/p~ known,
#
red ~C,2 from the inner-compressormap (fig. 2~f)). The pressure
ratio across the inner turbine p~/p$ can then be calculated from the
following work relation:
. TT-l
y()]P+1- ~ (5)
.
This procedure is repeated for other selected sets of wfi/6j_~,l,
p~/pi> ~d l_Ic,lalong the outer-compressor speed line determined by -
flight condition. Finally, T~ is changed, and the procedure is again
repeated. With the values calculated, plOt.SOf P#Pi agtist P~/P&
for constant values of T~, and p~p~ aga+nst P~/P~ for constant l
values of T~ can be made. Cross-plotting frm these figures results
—
in the type of figure shown in figure 3(a). .
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f-=) .. ,4)
- Figure 4 is obtained much more simply than figure 3,
l ‘or ‘he ‘ets ‘f ‘@/5iA,l~ pL/pi~ and
VC ~ selected along the outer-compressor speed line determined by the
f&ht conditions, values of w@Y%-%,1 c= becalcu~ted fro~e~=-
tions (3) and (4). These values are then plotted as shown in figure .(a).
Figure5a. - For each !l~ and set of p.#Pi, w@/~i~,l~ ~d
qc ~, assign a range of p&/p; consistent with the 13m&ts imposed by the
fo~owing two requirements: (1) that the outer turbine produce at least
as much work as the outer compressor,’and (2] that the ratio of exhaust-
nozzle area to
late T* from
outer-compressor frontal area A7/A
the work relation,
r_ TT-l-
Then calculate
and %-2 as
i, 1
the specific work or specific enthal.py
follows:
r
be finite. Calcu-
c~es Ah&6
. yfyl
() ]p~ ~Y -1, Btu/lb‘1
-1
The pressure ratio left to produce jet thrust is
where the pressure ratios on the right side
assumed or calculated. The jet velocity is
tropic relation
TT-l
Tj ()P. rT~=q
of equation (9)
calculated from
(6)
(7)
(9)
have all,been
the isen-
(10)
----
20 Jdwmlmmik
and the energy relation
$=
7
L
where
and
a&,7 =
()rT-l Vj 2-1- TT + 1 a:r,7
The thrust per unit outer-compressor frontql
where
.
—
f%~sec
NACA lM E57C21
.
.
(l-l)
(12)
area is~hen
—- .=
(13)
.
(14) ‘ -
The engine power in terms of equivalent shaft power is obtained
from the’following equation:
—
For the case when there is no forward velocity VO (sea-level static
condition), a conversion factor of 3.62 pomds of thrust for shaft
horsepower is assumed to convert static thrust to equivalent shaft
—
horsepower. For the sea-level static condi~ion, therefore,
p* ~ w ~M,
%,1 ‘fii-2 ‘—) + ;,l 3t62’
hp/cq ft (16)
— = 550~,l. 5-6 .
.
—
s!%!”“i ‘
—
#Y. -, -.
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In calculating the exhaust-nozzle area A7, two conditions are
21
recognized. For the choked-exhaust-nozzle conditions, when
1.8324 (17)
then
1
(-)7 ‘(T:+,)*= ‘*’276
(18)
and the ratio of eadxmst-nozzle area to outer-compressor frontal ara
A7&, 1 is calculated from the following continuity relation:
(19)
.
.
For the unchoked condition, when
(20)
it is assumed that P. = P7 and,
1
therefore,
k YT-ll(-)7=(3yf(3)’Tp= (21)
The value of ( pV/p’a&) 7
duced into equation (19)
obtained frcm equation (21) is then intro-
to obtain the area ratio A7/At,1 for the
wchoked
The
condition.
fuel-air ratio f is calculated using reference 6, where.
.
h -h
aj4
f
a> 3
lb fuel/lb air
= @ - ha,4 - Vh,4 + hf’
(22)
.
NACA RM E57C21
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and
With the
of H/C,
charts I
The
F= 15,935 +15,800(H/C) (23) -
combustor-inlet and -outlet temperatures known and the values $
~B> ~d hf assigned, the fuel-air”ratio is calculated using 9
and IV of reference 6. ::
specific fuel consumption sfc is then obtained from the fol-
—
lowing equation: ()fL 3600,~bjhp-h““”Sfc = —p* (24)
-.
‘t>l
This procedure is repeated selecting other sets of wfl/8iAt,l,
p~/pi> ~d Vc,l along the outer-compressor,syeed line determined by
the flight cogditi.on. Finallyj T~
—
is changed and the procedure is
a ain repeated. For each turbine-inlet temperature, plots are made of
~
p /%,1 a-nst A7/~,1 and sfc against A7/At,l for the values of
*
p~~pi selected. from these plots and figure 3(a), cross plots at a
constant area ratio A7/~,1 of 1.4 are_~de as shown in figure 5(a)._ .
Figure6a. - For the assigned values of
calculated values of A7/At ~, a plot of p~/p&
constant values of p~/p~ & be =de for @ch
and figure 3(a), cross plots at a constant area
are made as shown in figure 6(a).
The straight vertical lines in figure 6(a) denoting constant values
of equivalent
the following
weight flow at the outer-turbine inlet are obtained using
continuity relation:
—
(25) _
(-7Since w 13~8~At ~ and VC 4 are constant, only one value of .
w&/~&, occ~s for eac~ p~/p$, and hEhce the straight vertical
lines shown in figure 6(a). .
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Other considerations. - It was pointed out in r&erence 3 that for
single-spool engines an area ratio A7/At,l of 1.4 resulted in nearly
.
maximum power and.minimum sfc at all fldght conditions over the range
of turbine-inlet temperature of interest. This was also found to be the
case for the two-spool engine when the figures used to cross-plot figure
5 were examined. In order to eliminate one of the variables, therefore,
the calculated values were cross-plotted to obtain the figures as shown
for a constant area ratio A7/~,1 of 1.4. It was also found that much
the same variation shown in figure 5 of P*/~,l and sfc with p~/p~
occurred over a range of A7@t, 1“
The parameters are plotted against p~/p: in order to determine
whether it might be desirable to incorporate turbine stator adjustment
in the outer turbine.
</
Ercm equation (25) it can be seen that, if
w e~ 8~At,l
<d‘d w “ 5+At,l are constant (i.e., no turbine stator
adjustment-in either turbine); then p~/p+ will be constant. The case
of no stator adjustment (p~/p+ = const.) can thus be easily compared in
the figures presented with the case of stator adjustment in the outer
turbine.
*
.
The case of stator adjustment for both the inner and outer turbines
(wfl/~~At, ~ </and w % %At,l allowed to vary) was considered, but
the results-are not presented.” In this part of the analysis the pro-
cedure was to assign vsrious values of K$/~ alOW the speed line de-
temnined by the flight condition and operation at constant outer-
compressor rotative speed and then vary p$/p~ over the maximum range
possible consistent with the Inner-compressor map characteristics. For
‘/ ‘ and II&each p~/pij P3 P2> a total-ener~ temn representing the energy
available for either propeller or jet thrust was calculated. An Sfc
based on this total ener~ was also calculated. Plots were made for each
T~ and flight condition of sfc against p+/p~ for various P~/Pi*
From these plots the compressor operating conditions for minimum sfc
for a given turbine-inlet temperature and flight condition were de-
termined. Comparison of these minimums with those obtained for the
compressor operating conditions with turbine stator adjustment of only
the outer-turbine stators showed that the improvements =de available
by adjusting both turbines stators were small in most instances
not warrant the added engine complexi~ required to obtain the
improvements.
.
and did
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Turbine Stress, Component Frontal Areas, and
CcnnpressorDesign Spec~ications _- ._
The design problems and features of any one engine component cannot
be isokted fr~ the design problems and fes$ures of the other Compo-
nents. For example, the compressor aeradynsnics will--becomprmnised by
the turbine stress limitations. In this section, the construction of
figures used to investigate some of these cdmlymises.and sme of the kP
geometric features of the engine are explai.qed.
—
8
-.
“P
Outer spool. - The stresses of concern in this report are the cen-
trifugal stresses at the hub of the last rotor of both the inner and
outer turbines. Reference 7 develops the following e@.ation for the
centrifugal stress at the hub of a rotor blade:
—
—
Then, the
turbine can be
(26)
equation for the hub
written as
stress of the last rotor of the outer
—
(27)
.
.
or, applying continuity between stations 6 sad 7, as -
()pv ‘7 Ppb”~ lp~ p’az& 7 _
%,6= 2g’ ~ py
m
‘t)l lMp’a;r 6
(28) _
In calculating stress values, the turbines were assumed to be de-
signed up to the Wniting-lmdiw potitj or..@th (pv/p1a&)6 a =imm.
For most turbines, limiting l~ding OCCUrS qt about Q -t =ia~.~ch –
number of 0.7 (ref. 8), or a value of 0.5725 for (PVIP’a&)6 when the
exit tangentialcomponent of velocity is zero. The stress for a turbine
designed at limiting loading will thus be 5t.a mi- for a given exit
gas total state and weight flow, since (pV/P’a&)6 is a ~m~ (see
eq. (28)). Changing the gas exit total state by varying the area ratio
.—
A7/~,1 and its attendant effects on turb~e stress and frontal area
..—
are discussed in the text. .
-
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It is seen from equation (28) that the stress ~,6 is a function
of only the specific weight flow at station 7 if
(1] All turbines are designedat limiting loading (i.e.,
(pv/p’a&)6 ‘Consto).
(2)
quently,
(3)
(4)
Thus ,
The outer-compressor rotative speed is constant (and, conse-
‘t,l is constant).
The area ratio A7/~,~ is constant.
The assumptions of table II are applied.
()%)6 = Const. A-p’a:r 7
In order to determine the value of the constant in equation (29) it
is necessary to assign a blade tip syeed Ut,,l. The desi~ blade tip
speed assigned was 1124 feet per second. This blade tip speed, with the
value of equivalent weight flow per unit frontal area of 35 pounds per
second per square foot assigned in constructing the compressor perform-
ance maps, results for a 0.4 hub-tip radius ratio in an inlet axial Mach
number of 0.6 and an inlet relative Mach number at the tip of the rotor
of 1.2. The first stage of the outer compressor being considered, then,
is an advanced transonic stage. Therefore, the resulting turbine
stresses are rather high, as till be seen from the stress figures to be
presented.
From the continuity equation, it
outer-turbine to the outer-cmupressor
written as
can be shown that the ratio of the
frontal area ~,6/~,~ C= be
In the results presented herein it is assumed that the exit hub-tip
radius ratio of all the outer turbines (rh/rt)6 is 0.6. This is con-
sidered a practical lower limit, which, as can be seen from equation
(30), would-result in the minimum turbine frontal area
‘t,6” (The
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Vahe of (~V/p’a&)6 was assumed to be at its uim~ value previously
in order to minimize the stress ~,6.} It can also be seen frcsnequa- .
tion (30) that the area ratio At 6)At ~, like the stress ~,6, is a
function of only the specific wei~t f~ow @ Me -ust-nozzle -t;.
that is,
‘t,6
()
pv
%,1
= const. —
P’a& 7
(31)
In calculating the area ratio A7/At,l (eqso (17) to (21)), it was
necessa~ to calculate the specific weight flow at station 7; and, there-
fore, it was possible to calculate the stress %,6 and the area ratio
At,6/At,~. These calculated values were cross-plotted to obtain the
type of figure shown in figure 7(a), which is a plot of %,6 and
At E/At ~ against inner-turbine pressure ratio P~/P; for various
t&bine~inlet temperatures T~. The figure presents values for one fl&ght
condition, one compressor-pressure-ratio @-itJ and one value of ==
ratio A7/~,1 (1.4].
.
Inner spool. - The continuity equation (between stations 5 and 7),
suitably modified to account for the presslg?eand tem~erature drops
across the outer turbine, can be ,~ntroducedinto the stress relation
.
given by equation (26) to give the followi@ equation for the stress at
.&ation 5: -,,
()pvp’s’ cr 7
n
pv
p’a& ~
AA Pbu: z
7 t,l 9
A-t,lAt,2 2g
The equation
—
(32)
for the ratio of inner-turbine to outer-compressor
frontal area At S/At ~ is obtained from the continuity equation) )
.
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(between stations 5 and 7) suitably modified to account for the pressure
and temperature drops across the outer turbine. One form of the area-
ratio equation is as follows:
-
(33)
It can be seen from equation (33) that, if all inner turbines are speci-
fied to have exit hub-tip radius ratios (rh/rt)5 of 0.6 and to be-de-
signed at limiting loading ((PV/P’a;r)s = 0.5725), the area ratio
At,5&, 1 can be-calculated from previously obtained values. As noted
previously, the stress is minimized when the exit specific-mass-flow
term is a maximum. When, in addition, the exit hub-tip radius ratio is
minhized, the minimum turbine frental area is also obtained.
Examination of stress equation (32) shows that it is necessary to
specify an area ratio ~, l/., z and sane design tip speed for the inner
cmnpressor in order to calculate values for the stress ~, 5. The pro-
cedure for doing this will be outlined. Selection of the design values
of Ut,z and At,1/~, z involved a compromise between the compressor
aerodynamic and size requirements and the inner-turbine stress. Since
the stress ~,5 was not expected to vary greatly with either turbine-
inlet temperature or flight condition, the problem of selecting design
values of Ut,2 and ~, ~/~, 2 was investigated at the sea-level static
condition with the turbine-inlet taperature at 21CK)0R, the ccmpressors
operating at their respective design points, and a ratio of exhaust-
nozzle to outer-compressor frental area of 1.4. With these stipulations,
equation (32) could be written (multiplying the right side of the equa-
tion by e~je~) as
()Ut 2 At,l%,5 = const. —p 2 A-t,2 (34)
where the constant is different for each compressor-pressure-ratio
split. The parameter (U~~} ~ (~, I/At,z) is, then, a parameter
.
relating turbine stress to the aerodynamics and size of the compressor
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and therefore was one of the parameters investigated. The constant in
equation (34) has a value of 0.01430, 0.01685, and 0.01800 for the 6-2,
3-4, and 2-6 compressor-pressure-ratiosplits, respectively. . —
Three sets of figures were devised for.each compressor-pressure-
ratio split to investigate the effect on the stress parameter
(Ut/~)~X (Atjl/At,2) of variations in, for example, therel.ative tip
Mach number and fron&l area at the inlet of the inner compressor.
followin equations were used to construct a“set of these figures
?(figs. 9a) to (c), e.g.):
(1) Thevelocity-diagram relations: -
(%)2,t=(&&~t ._
(*):jt = (H,t +F=3,t
(2) The expression for equivalent speed in terms of (U/a&):
(%)i,t‘R)z>tfi
(3) The free-vortex and simple-radial-e@ilibrium relation for
and specific weight flow:
(&J2,m=(*)2,t ~ , ‘rh ‘“
[()] <2
The
(35)
-.
(36)
.
(37)
(36)
vu
(39)
.
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1
That is,
(4)
(vX/a&r) is considered constant Over the blade height.
The continuity relation:
where (pVx/P’a&)2,m is
and, therefore,
Wfi
1
[01
rh 2
l-—
rt 2
considered the average specific
An axial velocity distribution from stations 1 to 3
suit in good compressor staging characteristics and good
weight flow;
(40)
(41)
(42)
that would re-
conibustor-inlet
conditions was also specified in order to select a reasonable value of
(Vx/a;r)z for the different cmpressor-pressure-rat&o splits. This
distribution of axial velocity is shown in figure 9(d) as a plot of
axial velocity against cmpressor pressure ratio. The pressure ratio
from 1 to 12 is plotted on the logarithmic scale of the abscissa tn
order to simulate a plot of axial velocity against stage number. Ad-
vanced ccmrpressordesigns indicate that a constant axial velocity across
the first few stages followedby a linear reduction to the axial vebc-
ity at the exit of the compressor results in acceptable stage velocity
diagrams and rates of diffusion. The inlet veloci~ at station 1 for
the conditions previously specified was 648 feet per second, and an tit
velocity of 400 feet per second was assigned at station 3. An exit ve-
locity of 400 feet per second is quite acceptable as a ccmdxzstor-inlet
velocity and, as will be seen, permits a wide choice of frontal area and
hub-tip radius ratio at the exit of the inner cczupressor(station 3).
An exit velocity of 400 feet per second also results in omly a moderate
“ reduction in velocity frcm the inlet velocity of 648 feet per second and
should, therefore, result in low stage diffusion rates. With the axial
velocity distribution shown in figure 9(d), then, the values obtained
. for (Vx/a&)2 were 0.3658, 0.4873, and 0.5692 for the 6-.2,3-4, and 2-6
compressor-pressure-ratio splits, respectively.
30
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Shown in figure 9(e) are the variations in outlet axial velocity
ratio (Vx/a&)3 with the compressor-outlet.,geanetryPar~eters
‘t,3/M,l and (q-JrtY30 This figure is the sahe for-all compressor-
.
pressure-ratio splits, since the same smll-stage compessor efficiency
was assumed at the compressor design points.!..This figure was con-
structed using the continuity relation between stations 1 and 3, the
equivalent weight flow and hub-tip ratius rq$io at s~tion 1 being the
same for all compressor-pressure-ratio splits. The exit velocity of
400 feet per second selected in figure 9(d).results in (Vx/a&)3 of g..
0.2643. From figure 9(e) it canbe seen that this value of (Vx/a&)3 e
permits a wide selection of (rh/rt)3 and At,3/At,l=
The last figure used in selecting the design blade tip speeds and
frontal areas for the inner compressors is figure 9(f), which determines
the allowziblestress for the inner turbine. -The allowable stress is a
function of the material used in the turbine rotor blade and the tem-
perature of this material. The blade-metal-temperature is a function of
the blade stress, as can be seen by introducing the s@ess equaticm into
-—
the energy equation:
U~ h
‘;jh =T&+- 2gJcp~T (43) -
where vu,~ = o. The result of this substitution gives the following
.
-.
expression:
rh2()<5 [%,5) (144)
T“
5,h
=T:+
[O]JCp,T~Q 1 - %2~5
(44)
which, if the relative total temperature
‘~,h is assumed the same as
the blade-metal temperature, shows that the blade-metal temperature is
a ldnear function of the blade stress for a @ven T&. The values of
.—
T+ for the three compressor-pressure-rati+.?Pl-its~?le calcu~ted for.
a turbine-inlet temperature T’ of 2100” R and introduced into equa-
tion (44} to obtain the strai;t-line relations sho~ in fi~re 9(f)
for the three compressor-pressure-ratio.SYH@. AISO sho~ in fiwe “
9(f) is the experimental 1000-hour stress-rtipturecurve for a common
high-temperature material (HS-31, ref. 9). The intersection of the
stress-rupture curve with the individual straight-l~e re~tion of the ‘_
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three compressor-pressure-ratio splits determines the allowable stresses
for a 1000-hour life. Stresses below these intersections till result in
.
longer life or permit higher temperatures with a 1000-hour life.
The procedure for selecting the desl~ equivalent tip speed -d
frontal area for each compressor-pressure-ratio split is as follows:
Select an allowable turbine stress from fi- 9(f) and the axial ve-
locity into the inner compressor from fig~e 9(dj.- With VX,2 selected,
calculate the velocity ratio (Vx/a&)2. Using the allowable-stress, cal-
culate the allowable (Ut/@)~ (At ~/At ~) fran equation (34). From
9 9
+-
figures 9 a), (b), (c), and (e) select fie other compressor parameters
of (ut/ / ‘t 3/At,l? (rh/rt)3, and (rh/rt)2 repre-e’lz> At& A~,l~ a2J ,
senting the best compromise of these parameters in regard to compressor
geometry, aerodynamics, and minimum number of stages (high (Ut/~)~).
The selections made for the three canpressor-pressure-ratio splits along
with the values assigned to the outer compressors are listed in table I.
In selecting the values shown in table I, the inlet relative angle to
the first rotor of the inner compressor was not allowed to exceed 65°.
The allowable turbine stresses are also specified so that they are well
within a 1000-hour life for the inlet temperature of 2100° R at the de-
.
sign point.
With the area ratio At Z/At ~ and (Ut/@)2 d selected in this
l > > >
manner, the stresses at the other flight conditions and turbine-inlet
temperatures can be calculated. These stresses and the area ratios
~, ~/At,~ (ob&ined in the manner described previously) are plotted
against turbine pressure ratfo p~/p& for the various turbine-inlet tem-
peratures T~ and one flight condition as shown in figure 8(a). Addi-
tional stipulations in plotting figure 8(a) are that the area ratio
A7/~,1 is constant at a value of 1.4 and that the inner turbine is
without stator adjustment.
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TABLE I. - COMPRESSOR DESIGN SPECJJ?ICATTONS
[Sea-level static conditions and 2100° R turbine-inlet lxmp.I
Engines (pressure-
ratio split)
6-2 3-4 2-6
Equivalent tip speed, (U~~)2, ft/sec 1124 1124 1124
Hub-tip radius ratio, (rh/rt)l 0.4 0.4 0.4
Equivalent wei ht flow per unit frontal
area, (w @/~fAt)l, (lb/see)/sq ft 35 55 35
Rehtive tip Mach number, (W/a)t,l 1.2 1.2 1.2
Axial Mach number, (Vx/a)l 0.6 0.6 0.6
Equivalent tip speed, (U~@)2, ft/sec 900 U1O 1170
Hub-tip radius ratio, (rh/rt)2 0.80 0.73 0.65
Relative tip klachnumber, (W/a)t z 0.8 1.0 1.2
~tiO of frontal ar~s, %,2/+,; 0.78 0.88 0.86
Absolute flow angle, ~, deg 15 15 0
Critical axial velocity ratio, (Vx/a&)2 0.366 0.487 0.569
Hub-tip radius ratio, (rh/rt)3 0.83 0.84 0.83
~tiO Of frontal areasj At,3/&,l 0.70 0.73 0.70
Critical axial velocity ratio, (Vx/a;r)3 0.264 0.264 0.264
Allowable stress, sb~, Psi 15,000 23,500 28>500
33
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TABLE H. - ASSUMPTIONS
NACA RME57C21
Inlet diffuser pressure ratio, pi/p~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~.~
Ccmbustor pressure ratio, p~/p;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.95
Ekhaust-nozzle pressure ratio,-p;/p& . . . , . . . ... . . , . . . 0..95
Turbine efficiency (based on total-pressure ratio), qT . . . . . . 0.85
Gearbox power-transmission efficiency, ~g “’:. . . . ~ . . . . . . 0.95
Propeller efficiency, VP . . . . . . . . . : . . . . ‘.. . . . . . 0.80
Cotnbustionefficiency, qB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l.OO
Hydrogen-carbon ratio of fuel, E/C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.175
Initial enthalpy of fuel, ~, Btu/lb . . .“-”;. . . . . . . . . . -50.0
Mechanical equivalent of heat, J, ft-lb/Btti”. . . . . . . . . . 778.2
Gas constant, R, ft-lb/(lb)(OR) . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 53.3
Gravitational constant, g, ft/secA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.17
Ratio of specific heats in compressor, Yc . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.40
Ratio of specific heats in turbine, YT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.30
Constant of conversion from static thrust to equivalent
shaft power . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.62
Hub-tip radius ratio at inner-turbine outlet, (rh/rt)5 . . . . . . 0.60
Hub-tip radius ratio at outer-turbine outlet, (rh/rt)6 . . . . . . 0.60
Specific weight flowat inner-iurbine outle,t,(pV/P’a;r)5 . l l 0.5725
Specific weight flow at outer-turbine outlet, (PV/P’a&)6 . . . 0.5725
Centrifugal-stress-reductionfactor for tapered blades, 9 . . . . 0.70
Turbine blade-metal density, r, lb/cu ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500
~t tangential components of velocity) (VU,3, VU,5} Vu,6) l l l l l O
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